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Abstract 
Many packages for time-domain simulation of electric ircuits upply the Jacobian with every function evaluation at very 
low additional costs. We adapt ROW (Rosenbrock-Wanner) methods to use this additional information more efficiently. 
The order conditions are derived by techniques of Butcher series with special regard to the different stability behaviour 
of the new class of methods. Numerical results for the ring oscillator benchmark example are discussed for an embedded 
method of order (3)4 with only three stages and two function/Jacobian evaluations. 
Keywords: Chip design; Numerical integration of stiff ODEs; Cheap Jacobian information; ROW methods; Order 
conditions; Butcher series; Stability; Ring oscillator benchmark circuit 
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1. Introduction 
Simulation packages for electric circuits are applied in time-domain analysis such as TITAN, 
the simulator of  Siemens AG [3] based on Nagel's SPICE package [14]. These tools transform 
a network description of  the circuit into an ODE/DAE model, which is solved numerically [4]. Due 
to the stiffness of  the systems, implicit schemes have to be used. 
Sophisticated algorithms are implemented in these packages to evaluate the models for network 
elements [3, 14]. These tools yield a very special property: whereas it is generally more efficient o 
replace Jacobian information by function evaluations where possible, this is not the case in circuit 
simulation. It is only about 1.4 times more expensive to evaluate both right-hand side and Jacobian 
than only the right-hand side by its own [2]. 
This article shows how ROW (Rosenbrock-Wanner) methods can be modified to use the cheap 
Jacobian information more efficiently. As a first step, we restrict ourselves to the ODE case. Using 
the idea of  Hermite interpolation, a new scheme is developed in the next section. We derive the order 
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conditions by Butcher series techniques in Section 3. The different stability behaviour is discussed 
in the following. Finally, first results for an embedded method of order (3)4 with only three stages 
and two function/Jacobian evaluations are discussed for a benchmark circuit. 
2. Construction of ROW methods for circuit simulation packages 
Rosenbrock-Wanner (ROW) methods are well-known efficient one-step methods to solve stiff 
systems of nonlinear initial-value problems 
3) = f (y ) ,  y(to) = Yo, 
see, for example, [7, 8, 11]. The numerical approximation y~ for y(to + h) obtained after one step 
of size h reads 
Yl =Y0+ ~-~biki, (1) 
i=1 
with the weights bi and the increments ki; latter are given by the linear systems 
i i--1 
ki =hf(ai)+ hf'(yo) Z Tijk j with ai= Yo + Z ~ijkj, i= 1,...,s. (2) 
j=l  j=l  
The parameters bi, 7~j, ~ij and 7 := 7ii, i = 1,... ,s are free to fulfill order and stability conditions. 
Only one LU factorization is required to solve for the increments by s back substitutions. Note that 
ROW methods use the Jacobian only for stability reason. The Jacobian is only evaluated once per 
step, but the function values are required at each stage. 
In this paper we investigate the possibility of using the cheap Jacobian information at each stage. 
This can be used to obtain a given order with less stages and hence function evaluations, imilar to 
the idea of Hermite interpolation: Given at each grid point not only the function value, but also its 
derivative, a linear interpolation is replaced by a cubic one. 
For ROW methods, this idea proposes to add the term 
i i--I 
h Z Z 6iqjf'(aq)kj (3) 
q=l j=l 
of size O(h 2) to the right-hand formula of (2). However, the additional free parameters do not allow 
to reduce the number of stages for a given class of method of order p. Due to the similarity of the 
terms 
i i i--1 
Z~i j f t (yo)k  j and ZZ~iq j f t (aq)k j ,  
j=l  q=l j=l 
the consistency conditions for constant-coefficient linear systems )=Ay+b are equal. The term 
flij := ~ij + Yij arising in the classical ROW approach is replaced by z~j := ~o + 7ij + ~iq=l 6iqj, now. 
Hence, the maximal order p of the method is restricted by the number of stages : p<.s + 1 [13]. 
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Remark 1. As a consequence for p > 2, embedded methods of  order p and p -  1 with stage 
numbers = p -  1 and £ < s for the embedded method o not exist. Choosing s = £ = p - 1, however, 
leads to the fact that both methods are equa l -  in contradiction to the idea of  embedding. 
To break this similarity, we add a Jacobian term of order O(h 3) to the right-hand side of (2) 
i i--I 
h Z Z 6,qjf'(aq)(kj - hf(aj)). 
q=l  j= l  
To simplify the notation we put 
(4) 
a~j=O, j>~i, 7ij=O, j > i, 6iqj=O, q > i or j>~i. 
One step of the new ROW method reads now 
ai = Yo + ~ ~ijkj, (5a) 
J 
ki = gi + hf(a,) + hf'(yo) ~ y~jkj, (5b) 
J 
q,J 
Yl = Yo + Z biki • (5d) 
i 
Note that the advantages of classical ROW methods are saved. In each step, only one LU factorization 
is required to solve for the increments by s back substitutions. In addition to available Jacobian and 
function evaluations, only increments of previous stages are used in the additional terms (4). 
In the following sections, we derive the order conditions and discuss the stability behaviour of 
this generalized ROW method. 
3. Derivation of order conditions 
To derive the order conditions for the adapted ROW approach (5), we have to study the power 
series in h of ai, ki, g~ and Yl. These can be written as Butcher series of the type 
hp(t) 
B(w, Yo) = ~ p(t)~" w(t)F(t)(yo),  
tELT 
if we use the graphical representation f elementary differentials by labelled trees t ELT. Refer to [1, 
6, 7] for the notation and an introduction into Butcher series theory. As in [12], we call a node 
of a labelled tree t c LT singly branched if exactly one upward branch leaves this node. The order 
conditions can be easily derived following the lines of [12] for classical ROW methods. 
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Theorem 2. The functions ai, ki, gi and Yl of(5)  are Butcher series 
a~(h)=B(a~,yo), kz(h)=B(ki, Yo), g~(h)=B(g~,yo), yl(h)=B(y~,yo), 
whose coefficients ai(t), ki(t), gi(t), yl(t), t E T are recursively defined by 
ai(O) = 1, ai(t) = ~ ~ijkj(t), (t ¢ 0), 
J 
(6a) 
ki(O)=O, ki(z)= 1, 
O: t=[t l , . . . , tm],  m > 1 
ki(t) =gi(t) ÷ p(t)ai(tl).., ai(tm) + p(t) ~ j  ?ijkj(h): t = [tl] (6b) 
gi(O) = = g ; ( [ z ] )  = 0 ,  
f 0, 
gi(t) = p(t) ~ biqjgj(tl ) + I 
qd p(t)p(tl ) ~q,j,l 6iqjy;kl(t2), 
for trees with a singly branched root, and otherwise 
gi(t) = p(t) ~ 6iqjaq(tl ) . . .  aq(tm)gj(tm+l ) 
q,J 
+{0,  
p(t)p(tm+l ) ~iq,j, I biqjaq(tl ) ' '"  
×aq( tm )?jtkl( tm+2 ),
t=  [tl], tl # [t2], 
t = [tl], tl = [t2], 
t = [tl,..., tin, tin+l], 
m >- 1, tm+l # [tin+2] 
t = [tl,..., tin, tin+l], 
m >. 1, tm+l = [tin+2] 
(6c) 
yl(O) = 1, y l ( t )=  ~bik i ( t ) .  (6d) 
i 
Proof. Eqs. (6a) and (6d) follow directly from (5a) and (5d).(6b) is proved in [12], and (6c) is 
a straightforward extension of the arguments introduced there. [] 
With F(z)= 1 and F(t)= p(t)F(t l) . . ,  e(tm) for all t = [tl ..... tin], (6a-c) inserted into (6d) yields 
the following recursion for the Butcher coefficients yl(t) of the new ROW method (5). 
Theorem 3. For all trees t ~ 0 the coefficients of y~ are 
yl(t) = r ( t )  . . %(0 ,  
i 
with 7 j given recursively by 
~.(v) = 1, 
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+f  Y]~J'""J" ~ij, " " ~ij,,, ~,  ( t l ) " "  tIIj,.(tm), 
Oi(t) 
), 
and 0 given by 
o (T) = = 0, 
t=  [h,.. . ,tm], m > 1, 
(7a) 
t = [tl ], 
= E 6iqjOj(tl ) q- ~ O, t = [tl],tl ¢ [t2], Oi(t) 
qj { ~q,j,t 6iqjYil~Pt(t2), t = [h],h = [t2], 
for  trees with a singly branched root, and otherwise 
Oi ( t )= E (~iqJ~qqt%l(tl)'''O~qq'"% m(tm)Oj(tm+l) 
q, j, qt ,..., q,,, 
(7b) 
0, 
-~- Eq, j,q,,...,q,~,l (~iqj~qq, ~ql(tl ) ' ' "  
X O~qq,,, %m(tm )~jl t/t/( tin+2 ), 
t = [h, . . . ,  tin, tin+l], 
m>- 1, tm+l ¢ [tin+2], 
t = [h . . . . .  tm, tin+l , 
m >~ 1, tm+l = [tin+Z]. 
By comparing the recursions of the Butcher coefficients for the the new ROW approach and the one 
for the exact solution y(to + h) with y(t)  = 1 for all t E T we have: 
Corollary 4. The adapted ROW method (5) is of  order p iff 
1 
b iZ( t )  - r ( t ) '  (8) 
i 
holds for  all trees with p(t)<~ p, and this equation is violated at least for  one tree of  order p + 1. 
Table 1 gives the resulting order conditions up to order p = 5. Here we have used abbreviations of 
the type /~j := ~t/~j/ for simplicity. 
In contradiction to classical ROW methods, the coefficients have to fulfill additional stability 
conditions. This behaviour will be discussed now. 
4. Stability of the new ROW methods 
Applying the adapted ROW method (5) to the usual test equation 
= 2y, y(0) = 1, z := h2, 
we obtain 
ki - 1 - 7z j qj l 
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Table 1 
Consistency conditions for the new ROW methods up to order 5 
Q 
% 
v 
> 
,,p 
4. 
Y 
Y 
,+ 
z) 
+ 
4 
~i  b, = 1 
I 
1 
Eijhi(~i~ijflj~ - ~q~iqjO~q~j)  I 
Eijl bi fl~j ( [~fl l ~- Zq ~[ql ~)l ~- ~-~iqjl bi(~iqj ( ~)jl f l ~- ~'~qt ~jqt l ~)l  =1 
E,  b ,4  - 1 --3 
Zijlbi(°~(]flJ O~il~l-f- ~q(~iq]~]O~qlfll) ~--" "~o 
~- Eijlmqbi(~iqj{~jl([ ~lmflm + Zqt(~lq tm~m) ~- Eqt(~jqtl(~ Imams- E~'l ,  m~m) } :  1~ 
(9a) 
(9b) 
(9c) 
(9d) 
(9e) 
(9O 
(9g) 
(9h) 
(9i) 
(~) 
(9k) 
(91) 
(9m) 
(9n) 
(90) 
(9p) 
(9q) 
Here we use the abbreviat ion 
t . { o~ij--~ ij--~ ~~q (~iqj, j < i, 
Zgj.= 0, j>~i. 
Using matr ix notation, we get with T :---- (z~j)ij, D :=  (Eq ~iqj)ij, A := (~ij)ij and k := (kl . . . . .  ks) T 
Z 
k - - - ( ( Id  - zD) l  + (T - zDA )k) . . . .  
1 - 7z  
Z i 
(10) 
(11) 
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since (T -  zDA) s= 0 holds. This yields the stability function 
yl=R(z)=l+bT(~i ( z i ) (T -zDA) i - l ( Id -zD)  1. (12) 
In contrast to classical ROW methods, additional conditions occur for s >~2 to limit the degree of 
the numerator by the degree of the denominator - a necessary condition for A-stability. 
For s= 2 this condition requires 6211 + 6221 =0.  By (9d) no stages can be saved compared with 
classical ROW methods. For s = 3, however, we get the additional condition 
bV(TD - (TD + DA))I = 0, (13) 
which helps to construct an A-stable new ROW methods of order 4 with only two function/Jacobian 
evaluations. 
5. Construction of methods of order 4 
Theorem 5. There exist A-stable adapted ROW methods (5) of order 4 with only 3 stages and 
2 function/Jacobian evaluations, b2 # 16 55, 721, 8211, 8321, 6331, 8322 and 8332 are free parameters. 
Proof. With ~21=~31,~32 = 0 the consistency conditions (9a), (9b) and (9c) yield 
b l=~,  _ 16 3 b3--55 -- b2, ~x21=g. 
(9g) leads to 
1 (b2 + b3)70~ 12 
732-- b30~ 2 , 
and (9b) 
731 z 
1 
18 7 -- b2721 - b3732 
b3 
Eq. (9f), the stability condition (13) and Eq. (9d) define the remaining a-parameters: 
8221 
1 (b2 + b3)7~x 2 - b31x2{(8321 + 833l )7 + (8322 -~- 8332)72} 8 
b2o~27 
1 72 6 7+ 
8312 = b3(f121 + 6211 + 6221) - (fl32 ~- 8322 -~ 8332), 
8311 = (1 _ 7 q- 72) - b3f132f121 - b2(6211 + 8221)7 
7b3 
-- --(8312 -{- 8322 + 6332)(7 + 721) -- (8321 -~- 6331). 
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Eq. (9h) defines 7 as the root of the polynomial 
1 1 3 2 73  
24 ~7 ~- 57 -- 0. 
The only root that yields an A-stable method is 
7=1.06857902 .... 
which can be checked via the corresponding E-polynomial [7]. [] 
Theorem 6. There exist embedded methods of order (3)4 with only 3 stayes and 
2 function/Jacobian evaluations. 
Proof. For an embedded method, the second and third consistency condition yield 
b3(]~32 -~ J~31 ]~21 )=1 - -  t 21, 
which implies with b3 = 0 
1 
18 7 ~ _16  b1_11 
721-- b2 , 
To fulfill the remaining fourth condition, one has to choose 
1 72 
6211=6 7 ~- b27 6221. [] 
In contrast o Theorem 5, the parameters 721 and 6211 are now fixed. A-stability can be achieved 
for the method of order 4; however, additional A-stability for the embedded method of order 3 is 
not possible: Consistency condition (9d) and the stability condition read 
1 72 6 7+ =b3f132•21 q- b2(6211 +6221)7 
~-b3{(6311 -~- 6321 -~- 6331 )7 + (6312 -~- 6322 + 6332)(7 -~- 721 )}, 
0 = b27(6211 + 6221 ) + b37(6311 + 6321 -I- 6331 "~ 6312 -~- 6322 "~- 6332) 
--b3{(f132 -t- 0312 "q- 6322 -~ 6332)(6211 "~- 6221) -~- (6312 + 6322 -~- 6332)~2). 
Inserting the first term into the second one yields 
b3(f132 q- 6312 q- 6322 -~- 6332)(fl21 ~- 6211 -t- 6221) =1 - 7 -q- 72, (14) 
which defines b3 uniquely for an A-stable method. To embed an A-stable method, (9d) and (9b) 
must not be uniquely solvable, i.e., 
6211+6221=0 and fl21=0 
must hold. This, however, is in contradiction to (14); A-stability for the embedded method is not 
possible. 
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Table 2 
Table o f  coefficients for an A stable adapted ROW method o f  order (3)4 
bl=~ 
b3 = 0.10112373757146051 
^ 11 b~=~ 
"/=1.0685790213016288 
731 =3.0874566000557739 
3 0~21=~ 
6211 = 0.96589018059517256 
&311= - 3.5025644531435920 
6321 = 0 
6331 = 0 
b2=0.49146885502113208 
16 
2=~ 
'/21= - 1.7094770984464986 
732= - 4.7969336985022725 
~31 =3 
6221 = - 0.58696308065752417 
6312 = 0 .70973466408806455 
6322 = 0 
6332:0  
b3=o 
@32 = 0 
167 
A set of coefficients for an A-stable method of (3)4 is given in Table 2. The free parameter b2 
is chosen such that additional condition (9o) of order 5 holds for the method of fourth order. The 
free b-coefficients are set to zero to minimize the number of matrix-vector multiplications. 
6. First numerical results 
We have implemented test versions of the new ROW approach (5) in two MATLAB codes ros ipa  
(ROW methods for simulation packages) and rosipaR. The programs are written in the format used 
in the MATLAB ODE suite [15]. The first method uses the embedded method of Table 2 for step 
size selection and error control. In the second method, the automatic adjustment of the step size is 
done by Richardson extrapolation [6]. Additional costs for the linear algebra part can be lowered as 
shown in [ 10]. 
To test the stability behaviour and the efficiency of these methods for electric circuit applications, 
we used the ring oscillator circuit, introduced in [9] with the highly nonlinear MOSFET model due 
to Shichman and Hodges [5]. The MOS ring oscillator serves as a benchmark example in time 
domain analysis of highly integrated circuits. By an appropriate scaling of the technical parame- 
ters, we artificially raised the stiffness of the problem for test purposes approximately by a factor 
st i f f  = i0, 1000, 10000. 
For a first comparison, we use the A-stable ROW method grk4a of Kaps and Rentrop [11], an 
embedded method of order (3)4, too. 
The work factor estimates the costs to evaluate functions and Jacobians in electric ircuit simulation 
environments like TITAN: 3.4 per step in grk4a, 2.8 per step in rosipa and 7.0 per double step in 
ros ipaR.  Note that the so called LOAD part causes the major portion of CPU time [3] in packages 
like TITAN, generally. Error is the maximum norm of the difference between umerical solution 
and a highly accurate solution at the endpoint of integration. 
Both adapted ROW methods show good stability properties for mildly stiff problems (Fig. 1, 
s t i f f  = 1, 10, 1000) .  For moderate rror requirements, all methods roughly call for the same amount 
of work, with rosipaR generally superior to rosipa. To get more accurate solutions, both adapted 
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Fig. 1. Work-precision diagram for the ring oscillator at stiff=l, lO,10oo,10000; comparison of grk4a, rosipa and 
rosipaR. 
ROW methods demand less work costs than grk4a. For stiffer problems, e.g., if s t i f f  = 10000 (Fig. 1 ) 
or ever higher stiffness factors are chosen, a lack of stability becomes obvious: 
- The embedded method of rosipa is not A-stable; beyond that, the numerator degree of its stability 
fimction is larger than the denominator degree, see Section 4. Hence, the usual error estimate 
[[331 - Yl [[ for embedded methods is unbounded for the test equation )>=2y and [h2[ ~ oo. This 
can be avoided by scaling the error estimate with ( Id -  hTf ' (yo) )  -] [7]. However, the high 
rate of rejected steps (up to ½ of the total number of steps) shows that now the error is often 
underestimated. 
- Since rosipaR uses Richardson extrapolation, o instabilities occur due to step size selection 
and error control for an A-stable basic method. However, the polynomial part of the stability 
function (12) is only cancelled for linear problems by the stability condition. Special nonlinear 
problems may yield a polynomial growth and hence instabilities. 
To overcome these short comings, one idea would be to avoid the factor ki - h f (a i )  in (4), which 
implies the polynomial part in the stability function. The problem is to keep enough freedom in the 
new parameters to save stages compared with classical ROW methods. Other idea is to stabilize the 
method by multiplying either (4) or (Sb) with the inverse of the iteration matrix. Both approaches 
yield to stability functions with numerator degree smaller than denominator degree. However, the 
condition of the linear systems may become too worse. 
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Fig. 2. Work-precision diagram for the ring oscillator at s t i f f  = 1000; additional comparison with rodasl  and rodas2. 
RODAS [7], the state of the art ROW method, is a stiffly accurate mbedded method of order (3)4, 
tailored to index 1 systems. Therefore, it is generally very efficient especially for highly nonlinear 
problems. In Fig. 2, we tested two coefficient sets rodasl and roda.q2 of RODAS (Ig0RK(2)= 1 
and 2, respectively) for the ring oscillator with scaling factor s t i f f  = 1000. With lower work costs, 
rodasl produces the most accurate solution for this mildly stiff problem. To compensate its higher 
damping behaviour, rodas2 has to spend much more work for a prescribed error. The coefficient set 
rodasl, however, reacts very sensitively to the lack of smoothness in the MOS models: errors lower 
than approximately 6. 10 -4 cannot be reached. To produce more accurate solutions (error< 10-4), 
both adapted ROW methods are superior to grk4a and both RODAS implementations. 
7.  Conc lus ions  
We have investigated ROW methods adapted to electric circuit simulation packages, which use at 
each stage the cheap Jacobian information supplied with every function evaluation. The numerical 
results for the ring oscillator benchmark are promising. Especially for mildly stiff problems, the 
new schemes are competitive to ROW methods, which are in development for two decades. Further 
investigations are to be made to improve stability, error control and robustness of the new scheme. 
Adapted ROW approaches can be one option in a library of integration methods for electric circuit 
simulation packages. 
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